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In the spring of 1479, Clarice Orsini (1450–1488) evicted her husband’s close friend, humanist Angelo Poliziano (1454–1494), from the villa of Cafaggiolo. Her husband, Lorenzo de’ Medici (1449–1492), had sent his wife and children to Cafaggiolo for their safety during the tumult following the Pazzi Conspiracy of 1478. Poliziano, then the children’s tutor, had accompanied them. Historians have generally framed this dispute as the inevitable result of irreconcilable differences between a stubborn humanist tutor and a devoutly Roman Catholic mother, but this neglects other potential household dynamics. A close, careful reading of the letters exchanged between Lorenzo, Poliziano, and Clarice in this period, alongside poems composed by Lorenzo and Poliziano, provides an alternative reading of these events. My work will demonstrate that this was not an ideological dispute, but a rivalry between the sacred, licit bond of marriage and the illicit—but not uncommon—eroticized bond between two male friends.

The language used by both Poliziano and Clarice in their contemporary letters (and, in Poliziano’s case, poetry) suggests that those involved sexualized this conflict. Though Lorenzo’s heteroerotic ties have been well explored, the presence of homoeroticism in his relationships has gone largely ignored since the brief analysis by Dale Kent in *Friendship, Love, and Trust in Renaissance Florence.* Furthermore, while other historians have touched upon Poliziano’s alleged sodomy and his homoerotic poetry, none have explored the presence of homoeroticism in his relationship with his patron. In this article, I propose a novel interpretation of the source material surrounding the Poliziano–Clarice conflict, which explores its erotic elements and integrates them into the wider context of Quattrocento Florentine male sociability. This analysis will shed new light not only on Lorenzo and his household, but also on the intersection of homoeroticism and patronage in the Renaissance family.

**The Medici Household, c.1471–1478**

In early modern Italy, as elsewhere, a household’s slaves, servants, apprentices, employees, and sometimes even guests could be defined as part of the family. The Medici used the word flexibly, sometimes referring to a travelling group of women, children, and servants, and at other times describing the household
of a cardinal. More recently, historians have begun analyzing households and families as emotional communities. In other words, members shared in a family’s emotional norms and the personal investment of keeping the household functional. Because these families contained such a diverse group of people in close proximity, conflicts were rarely limited to blood relatives. Secretaries, servants, and other employees were often involved in these conflicts and had their own stakes in these altercations.

However, any power that non-kin members might have held was conditional, making their positions precarious and their power generally dependent upon the status of their occupation. Status played a major role in determining emotional expression among premodern family members. The paterfamilias, for example, had more freedom to express his emotions than did tutors, who in turn had more freedom than servants. The less power a family member had, the simpler their emotional displays had to become. While this does not preclude their ability to feel complex emotions internally, they lacked the privilege to freely express them. The conflict between Clarice and Poliziano offers an example of this emotional inequality; when Clarice felt humiliated by her husband’s apparent favoritism towards Poliziano, she reacted with righteous fury. Poliziano, meanwhile, felt the need to approach his employer indirectly and submissively despite their long-standing friendship and emotional intimacy. This seems to contradict the stereotypical images of the cowed Renaissance wife who had little influence over the homosocial camaraderie between Florentine men.

Both Poliziano and Clarice entered the Medici family during the same transitional period. Lorenzo officially celebrated his marriage to Clarice in June of 1469, and, between 1470 and 1473, he welcomed the precocious young scholar into his home. Between the entrances of these two members, there had been a significant exit. In December 1469, Lorenzo’s father, Piero, had passed away. Becoming the new paterfamilias brought the power to personally appoint new household members, so it is no surprise that the poetry-loving Lorenzo soon invited in the ambitious young poet-scholar, who quickly became one of his most trusted companions. He joined his patron in all aspects of daily life, and the letters exchanged during their separations demonstrate their emotional intimacy. In one exchange, angered that Poliziano had not informed him about his children’s illness, Lorenzo passionately reproached him:

Do you think I am of such a weak nature that such a small thing would disturb me? Suppose that Our nature truly is [made] in such a manner, so that I’d easily be driven hither and thither by troubles; would not a strengthened soul have already learned to be consistent from experiencing so many things? I have been as greatly tested by the death of my children as often as by their ill health; my father was snatched away by an early death, with me in my twenty-first
The rare openness Lorenzo shows seems to indicate that he saw Poliziano as a close confidant, yet this freedom of emotional expression was not two-sided. That Poliziano felt it inappropriate to express strong emotions to his employer is made clear in one apologetic letter, in which he writes, “Desidero assai che la Magnificentia Vostra non si sia turbata d’una mia li scrissi stamani, dettatami dalla passione.” Poliziano’s apology for his overly emotional letter reflects the expectations regarding correspondence between a paterfamilias and his subordinates; while a paterfamilias might vent his frustrations, others had to carefully guard their words. Nevertheless, even if the relationship was lopsided, Poliziano shared deeply in his patron’s emotional world.

If Poliziano was chosen by Lorenzo, Clarice was chosen for him, as he writes in his Ricordi: “Io Lorenzo tolsi per moglie la Clarice figliuola del Signore Jacopo Orsini, ovvero mi fu data.” Lorenzo’s early letters to Clarice were infrequent, short, and to the point, giving the impression of a young man uncertain of how to relate to his new wife. In fact, his letters throughout their marriage are remarkably terse compared to his correspondence with his parents, children, and other relatives. Overall, their correspondence suggests a relationship based more on obligation than passion.

**Homoerotic Sociability**

Passion—or a lack thereof—could further complicate household relationships. Most recent works on the subject focus on illicit heterosexual master-servant interactions and their effects on the familial emotional community. However, this research fails to address queerness, an important facet of Renaissance Florentine culture. Legally and theologically classed as sodomy, queerness was not considered an identity but “a set of behaviours” deemed inimical to social order. The degree to which it was tolerated varied across time and place, but it was almost always fully enmeshed with premodern male sociability. This was especially true of the highly homosocial networks that made up Florentine society. As entangled as the public and private were in Quattrocento Florence, it is reasonable to assume that homoeroticism was also, to at least some extent, woven into household relationships. To fully understand the emotions surrounding sexuality in the household, therefore, it is important to take this aspect of male sexuality into account.

Most Florentine evidence on sodomy comes from the records of the Ufficiali di Notte, the administrative body in charge of prosecuting such behavior. These records reflect both the widespread nature of sodomy and its quasi-pederastic attributes. In his seminal study of Florentine sodomy, Michael Rocke uses quantitative evidence from the Ufficiali records to claim that it was characterized by a
“rigid adherence” to a pattern of active “youths” (giovani, aged roughly eighteen to thirty) pursuing passive boys (aged roughly thirteen to eighteen). Because sodomy was associated with the overheated humors of youth, it was expected that most men would lose interest in it as maturity cooled their blood. Those who did not were harshly punished compared to the relative lenience shown to boys and youths. Dependence upon the Ufficiali records has certain shortcomings. First, these records reflect only reported incidents. There is no way to survey the demographics of the unreported. Secondly, in lawmakers’ efforts to codify the boundaries of acceptable behavior, they inevitably distort an ambiguous social reality. Finally, legal records generally reflect concrete actions, not emotions. We have no means of measuring unrequited loves or nonsexual romances, much less the charged moments, what-ifs, and almosts that so often find their way into friendships.

Alan Bray correctly observes that defining premodern queerness within legal or theological parameters limits our perspective. Quite simply, most queer premoderns often did not view their behavior as legally counting as sodomy. Bray’s suggestion that premodern queerness was broader than sodomy has had considerable influence. Giovanni Dall’Orto specifically suggests “looking for testimonies of homoeroticism” rather than testimonies of sodomy, as “many sodomites made every possible effort to avoid self-labelling as such” even as they embraced and defended homoeroticism. This group of not-quite-sodomites included prominent figures such as Marsilio Ficino (1433–1499), the Medicean philosopher who exerted great influence on the young Lorenzo and Poliziano and used Plato to sanctify homoerotic love. Building on Bray’s work, Jonathan Goldberg proposes reading texts for “the ways in which normative bonds that structured society also allowed for sexual relations.” These “normative bonds” were the homosocial networks that held up much of Renaissance Europe. Premodern queerness has remained easily disguised from modern readers precisely because it fit so seamlessly into everyday relationships and behaviors. As several historians have demonstrated, the passionate language sometimes used between male friends could be intentionally fused with homoerotic significance, flirting with the often hazy boundaries between friendship and romance.

While male friendship provided the most fertile soil for homoeroticism, it could also flourish in other relationships between men, especially that of patron and client. The charged language of patronage, often infused with a vocabulary of love and dependence, meant that patrons and employees were constantly treading a line between patronage and eroticism. Patronage relationships often developed into friendships, thus making the boundaries between patronage, friendship, and sodomy ambiguous. As Dale Kent has noted, these lines could be especially blurred for Lorenzo, who often played a dual role of patron and friend. In the following pages, my “emotional excavation” (to borrow Bradley Irish’s term) of Lorenzo’s relationship with Poliziano relies on a subtle reading of a variety of
source material, notably letters and poetry. These sources, like the relationships themselves, reveal the complexity and ambiguity that existed beneath the surface of legal distinctions. This analysis requires careful deconstruction of linguistic choices, implicit assumptions, cultural encoding, and what goes unsaid.

Even though premodern male sociability embraces the homoerotic, it “excludes even as it invites” since the “conjoined heart” of perfect friendship requires that both participants be men. Women were thus barred from the kind of pure amicizia that could exist between men just as they were barred from much of the public, civic life that revolved around homosocial ties. According to Ficino, men were best suited for other men “since they are more like men than women are.” This similarity not only made men ideal friends, but ideal lovers. Wives were hardly sheltered from the knowledge of their own exclusion or of the homoerotic potential of their husbands’ friendships. It was not unheard of for marriages to break down because husbands had neglected their wives to pursue men, or even for women to be driven from their marital homes. As we shall see, there was even an assumption that women and youths were natural rivals for the love of men. Clarice was no doubt aware of these norms and assumptions and of the specifically Florentine sin that permeated her husband’s patria. The mere suggestion of homoeroticism thus presented her with a possible source of worry. As I shall argue in the following section, her continued anger at Poliziano likely stemmed from her anxiety over his friendship with her husband.

Bedroom Rivalries

Other than a letter of 6 April 1479, which mentions a disagreement over teaching, there is no definitive written statement about what caused Clarice to drive Poliziano from his position. In the years since, their argument has been reduced to a symbolic struggle between pious ignorance and humanist enlightenment under the assumption that Clarice took issue with her sons being taught Latin from classical literature. Though Clarice has been treated more gently of late, the narrative of an overly traditional wife at odds with humanism has generally gone unchallenged. More recently, Natalie Tomas has defined the conflict as ideological, though certainly “made worse by Poliziano’s rather difficult temperament.” However, contextualizing the letter of 6 April among other contemporary letters suggests that pedagogical disagreements were a symptom, rather than a root cause, of Clarice’s hostility towards Poliziano.

Over the year following the Pazzi Conspiracy, letters from both parties tell a story of rising strain. Clarice’s correspondence expresses a constant yearning for Lorenzo. Far from home, newly pregnant, and shaken from the recent events, Clarice worried about her husband’s safety. Meanwhile, Poliziano had been removed from his enviable position at Lorenzo’s side. In a letter to his friend, Poliziano makes clear his dissatisfaction: “Io aspetto con desiderio novelle [. . .] per tornare a servire Voi: chè con Voi volevo e credevomi stare.” This same letter
also hints at growing interpersonal problems: “Governiamoci il meglio possiamo; ma a me toccano tutte le botte.” Clarice, too, openly articulated her feelings and desires, directly telling Lorenzo that she could not feel “contenta” without news from him. In contrast, Poliziano approaches his feelings indirectly, quoting Virgil (“te propter Libycae,” *Aeneid* 4.320) in reference to the humiliating “botte” he was receiving in the household. This reference to Queen Dido is noteworthy in its erotic context, and Lorenzo would have been well aware of her story. Dido thought of her lover Aeneas as her husband and sacrificed everything for him, but he abandoned her, leaving her furious, heartbroken, and suicidal. By specifically choosing these words, Poliziano implicitly casts himself as Dido and Lorenzo as Aeneas, inviting the comparison of his and Lorenzo’s relationship to a marriage while simultaneously reminding the reader that such a marriage is illicit and imbalanced. Poliziano, like Dido, can make no claim to, or demand on, Lorenzo. As we shall see later, the erotic subtext was probably not incidental.

After a long winter, the tension in the lonely mountain villa rose to a boil. On 6 May 1479, Poliziano wrote:

> Magnifice mi Domine, Io sono qui a Careggi, partito di Cafaggiuolo per comandamento di madonna Clarice. La cagione et il modo di questa mia partita, desiderrei [. . .] di potervela dire a bocca; perché è cosa pur lunga. Credo, quando m’avete udito, vi accorderete che io non abbi tutto il torto. In effetto, per migliore respetto e per non venire a Firenze praeter iussa tua, io sono qui, et aspetto che Vostra Magnificentia mi dica quello abbi a fare; perché sono vostro, se il mondo ci si impuntassi e se io ho poca ventura in servirvi, non è però che sempre non vi abbi servito con quanta fede ho avuta.  

Soon after, Lorenzo wrote a short message to Clarice informing her that Poliziano would be resuming his duties. Lorenzo seems primarily interested in placating his wife; “confortoti,” he says, and assures her that Poliziano will only be staying “poco di tempo.” He reminds her of their son Piero’s hard work in his studies and asks Clarice to bear Poliziano’s presence: “sia contenta farlo, se non per amore suo, almanco per mio, che me ne farai grandissimo piacere.” Loving Piero, Lorenzo implies, means she must tolerate her husband’s favorites. Clarice, apparently, was unconvinced; Poliziano did not return to Cafaggiuolo. Neither did Lorenzo bring him back to his side in Florence. Instead, Poliziano was moved to the Medici villa in Fiesole.

Poliziano’s behavior in Fiesole infuriated Clarice: “Messer Agnolo possa dire che starà in casa vostra a mio dispetto; et anche l’habbiate facto mettere in camera vostra a Fiesole [. . .] non che lo possa credere.” Clarice’s anger reveals an interesting point of tension. According to her, Poliziano bragged that he was not only staying in Lorenzo’s villa, but in Lorenzo’s own room. This was, moreover,
because Lorenzo himself placed (“facto mettere”) him there. By adding “facto,” Clarice emphasizes Lorenzo’s agency and thereby his responsibility for Poliziano’s audacious behavior. By allowing Poliziano to sleep in his bedroom, Lorenzo was permitting him to claim a kind of symbolic authority. The master bedroom was the “nucleus of the Italian Renaissance house,” where the paterfamilias held important meetings, greeted dignified visitors, and kept his most treasured possessions. By placing Poliziano in the villa’s equivalent of his room, Lorenzo was identifying Poliziano with his own role as paterfamilias.

The bed was the locus of the camera and had, in addition to the connotations of authority, a distinctly sexual symbolism. It acted as a euphemism for both conjugal relations and for adultery, and Clarice may have seen Poliziano and Lorenzo’s interactions in this light. Friends often shared beds in this period, and the erotic potential of these arrangements was not lost on contemporaries. Rocke mentions at least two instances in which bed sharing among a group of friends ended in sex. Poliziano himself recounts how a man sharing galley quarters with youths began fondling (“manomettendo”) his bunkmate before being humorously rebuffed. Often, Florentines framed queer relationships in terms of sleeping together or sharing beds. Understanding families might even accommodate their sons’ lovers, providing them with their own bed to share.

Queer relationships were sometimes associated with financial support, often with the dominant partner being said to keep his lover like a wife or woman, implying that the passive partner was usurping the “natural” place of women. When a husband openly flaunted his affairs, he openly shamed his wife. Clarice’s letter invokes this fear of public shame. She writes that Poliziano was saying these things to spite her (“a mio dispetto”). “Dispetto” here is heavily honor coded. It is not simply associated with personal contempt, but also with disparagement and shame. This implies that there is at least a danger of publicity. Her embarrassment is doubled by Poliziano’s claim that all this was instigated by Lorenzo himself.

Virile Poetry

As stated above, homoerotic behavior was woven into existing networks of patronage. It is therefore especially important to consider the homoeroticism present in the relationship between the poet and his patron if one is to fully understand this period of conflict. For these purposes, I plan on shining new light on homoeroticism in the poetry both men produced. A deep love of poetry was something both men had in common, and was indeed what had drawn them together. Though Lorenzo’s letters contain few references to his sexual interests, his poetry is quite another story. One youthful poem, the “Uccellagione di starne,” has often been praised for its richly descriptive language, realism, and
characterization. Unfortunately, it has been overlooked as a source for the young Lorenzo’s views and experiences of male sexuality.

Birds were (and are) a popular Italian metaphor for the phallus, and falconry thus easily developed into a metaphor for sexual conquest. Partridges could symbolize women, particularly sex workers, though in the male diminutive it could also be used to refer to catamites. Birds could, moreover, indicate either adolescent boys or the anus itself. In this light, the details of Lorenzo’s “Uccellagione” take on a clear double entendre, including the moment one sorry hunter falls upon his hawk and cannot get it to stand up straight again. This poem illustrates the role sexual activity played in building camaraderie within all-male travelling groups. Lorenzo’s attention is not on the prey’s gender, but on the boisterous, aggressive, and often humorous behavior of other men in sexual situations. This especially comes into play when, instead of chasing a partridge, one man’s hawk attacks another. This causes a great deal of embarrassment between the two men, one of whom shouts: “Credo che ’l tuo sparvier massiccio scorga/a sparvier certo; e, per la fede mia,/ tu pigli assai villani e stran’ trastulli;/ ma io pazzo a ’mpacciarmi con fanciulli!” These lines suggest that one of the young men had approached another, and thereby insulted him. This sort of behavior is immature and juvenile, better suited to “fanciulli” than the growing youths who are eager to prove their manhood. Other hawks are described with equal humor: one is ridiculously small, and yet another makes its prey bleed because it is too inexperienced. The poem’s resolution comes not when all the hunters have been successful, but when, despite heated competition and misunderstandings, they make peace amongst themselves. They feast together, a common activity for male brigate, and then all go off to have an afternoon rest, their friendships mended and even strengthened. When night falls, the adventures will begin anew with cave exploration, likely a metaphor for female anatomy.

My analysis of the partridge hunt reflects the collective nature of Florentine male sexuality in which Lorenzo participated as a young man. Sex was a group activity; young men went looking for conquests together. They compared experiences, and bragged about their accomplishments. This was an important aspect of male sociability. Sexual performance in front of peers “helped validate one’s virility in the eyes of a comrade, and in the shared act created complicity and solidified friendships.” In focusing so much on the description and activity of his friends’ phalli, Lorenzo’s poem contains a sense of homoeroticism regardless of the gender of the partridges. The colorful descriptions reflect some very close observance of one’s fellow man, not to mention more than a little comparison.

Lorenzo’s later poetry contains regular references to sexuality, especially his nearly pornographic carnival songs. These use a variety of metaphors to graphically celebrate several sexual activities, sodomy included. The sodomy in these poems is primarily heterosexual, but “Canzona de’ Visi Addrieto” is devoted entirely to same-sex sodomy. Lorenzo humorously characterizes passive partners
as “port[ando] / gli occhi drieto e non davanti” so that they can see the active partner approaching! This song was likely performed at carnival by men in masks, and it is fairly easy to imagine the humorous visuals that might have been employed. Lorenzo’s language is humorous but not condemning; rather, he portrays sodomy as a perfectly acceptable alternative for men when women are not available. He was also, at the very least, familiar with the technicalities. Portions of the above song are practically an advice manual on how to go about it with minimal discomfort to the passive partner. He furthermore appears to have participated in, or at least been highly familiar with, the common experiences of sexually active young men. These experiences usually included at least some level of same-sex experimentation, either as the passive or active partner, and his poetry demonstrates a familiarity with the behaviors of both roles.

Poliziano’s poetry, too, indicates that he was also deeply engaged in homoerotic culture. However, while Lorenzo wrote poems about males, Poliziano wrote poetry to males. In one such poem he describes the pleasure he takes in gazing upon a beautiful bird. As mentioned previously, birds were sometimes used to signify a phallus or an attractive boy. When he can no longer resist, he attempts to catch the bird, “per l’aria a volo / ritornassi al nido ove si nacque.” This “nido” is a clear metaphor for the vagina, suggesting that the “bird” left him to chase after girls. Poliziano’s exchanges with Giovanni Pico della Mirandola (1463–1494), in which the two discuss Pico’s love poetry, also contain deliberately homoerotic references. Pico, sending his poems to Poliziano for his feedback, suggestively asks the older poet to castigate and spank them. In response, Poliziano playfully builds on the metaphor, calling them beautiful boys, and admits to having stabbed them. In this ever-increasing erotic wordplay, Pico asks, “who does not want to die by [your] sword?”

More significant for our purposes, however, is the poetry Poliziano directed to Lorenzo during the late 1470s and early 1480s. These works employ a Petrarchan vocabulary of desire and suffering caused by an idealized figure. While Florentine men often used loving vocabulary in letters exchanged within patronage networks, it was rare for them to use love poetry in the same context. Comparing the poems Poliziano wrote for Lorenzo to his love poetry (addressed to both men and women) suggests that he was intentionally framing this patron-client relationship in eroticized terms, deliberately pushing the unclear boundaries between friend, patron, and erotic desire. An example is his poem about the boy-bird where unsatisfied desire is both soothed and intensified by sight. In one epigram addressed to Lorenzo, Poliziano envisions himself separated from his patron by a great crowd. Unable to touch or speak to Lorenzo, he can only behold him. Nevertheless, he is inflamed by jealousy upon seeing Lorenzo touch and greet others and yearns for such an interaction himself.

Much of Poliziano’s amorous poetry focuses on seeing the beloved’s eyes. In one poem the coldness of his beloved tortures him, and he begs her to turn her
starry eyes toward him: “e poi contento son se ben m’uccidi.” Similarly, he celebrates Lorenzo’s eyes and gaze, both of which are portrayed as divine light, echoing the stars of the woman mentioned above or the stars, not eyes (“sidera non oculi”) of a golden-haired youth. As he yearns to be seen by his beloveds, Poliziano yearns for Lorenzo’s gaze: “Why, Lorenzo, do you avert your eyes? Restore, / Restart, I pray, the light of my eyes.” The eyes of the beloved must meet the eyes of the lover, and in this way, he is healed by the light flowing between them.

The beloved has the power to wound or heal the lover as they please. They can hold the lover “in pianti e in sospiri” or conquer him in warfare. In one of many romantic epigrams to a boy nicknamed Chrysocomus, he likewise claims his beloved can both torture and love him. The lover begs his beloved to give him succor for she has his fate in her hands. Being ignored causes a suffering that is deeply physical, while receiving the attention of the beloved brings relief and joy. Similarly, in an epigram addressed to Lorenzo (likely written from Fiesole), Poliziano claims his hoarsened voice would again become melodious “If only you’d say: ‘Poliziano, come.’” His next epigram is worth quoting in its entirety: “I am yours, O Medici; I confess it, you yourself confess it:/ I am yours always; I beg you to have a care./ Oh, I perish! oh, my heart is lacerated by twin lions!/ Rescue me, my only hope, from raging beasts.” Here, Poliziano portrays himself as a helpless and passive victim in need of Lorenzo’s rescue. There is an overtly romantic tone in this poem; he is entirely Lorenzo’s, to the point that he entrusts his very heart to Lorenzo, as he can to no one else.

Poliziano’s most revealing composition in this period, his play La favola di Orfeo, has been largely overlooked as a source for his point of view of the situation with Lorenzo and Clarice. As I shall argue in the next section, Poliziano chose to retell the story of a notoriously queer character in a way which reflected his own recent experiences. By playing with both a Classical Ovidian tale and Renaissance homoeroticism, he vented the grief and hurt that had been building for months.

The Death of Orpheus

In the winter of 1479, Lorenzo received word that King Ferrante of Naples was open to considering a peace treaty with Florence. That December, Lorenzo resolved to undertake the dangerous journey himself, with a small entourage of trusted men. Poliziano was informed that he was to accompany Lorenzo on his journey, but only so far as Pisa. Upset and incredulous, Poliziano waited for hours to discuss this decision with Lorenzo, who avoided him entirely. Others eventually had to break the news to Poliziano that Lorenzo did not want his companionship in Naples. Wounded, Poliziano left Florence without his patron’s permission. He had lost his position as family tutor, been kept outside the city for months without answers, and was now left behind by Lorenzo, who refused to discuss the decision in person. In an apology letter sent to Lorenzo three months later from Mantua, Poliziano
provided his account of events. He describes himself as “rejected by you [Lorenzo], even with dishonor” and being “thrown out not only of your house [Lorenzo’s] but also far from the protection of your intimacy.” By leaving him behind, Lorenzo had not only rejected Poliziano’s company, he had left him exposed to the rumors and scorn of his rivals. Poliziano had already been separated from the rest of the household while Lorenzo kept him in Fiesole, and now Lorenzo’s actions appeared to be a public demonstration of abandonment.

Whether out of distraction or anger, Lorenzo was slow to respond. Believing Lorenzo was enraged, Poliziano remained in Mantua where he wrote his Orfeo. This violently emotional play, composed hastily within only a few days, reflects the turbulence in Poliziano’s life over the preceding year. The chief theme of Orfeo is tragically ironic, namely that loss is the necessary result of overly passionate love. At the climactic moment of the play, when Eurydice is snatched back to hell, she cries out, “Oimè, chè ’l troppo amore / N’ ha disfatti ambe dua.” Her reference to “’l troppo amore” reflects the premodern belief that too much love was considered dangerous to both body and soul. Excessive passion marked the boundary between healthy and unhealthy love, and when it came to male relationships in particular, excess marked the boundary between holy platonic love and sodomy. In Ficinian terms, homoerotic chastity was an ideal that could lift men heavenward, but the temptation to overindulge via carnal lust could change manly love from divine to damned. Sodomy was thus marked by an “immoderation and excess” of passion in an otherwise healthy male friendship. The healthy dynamics of a friendship could be permanently lost if emotions overcame reason, as with Orpheus looking back at Eurydice. If Poliziano was using the Orphic journey to wrestle with his own demons, his climactic use of “’l troppo amore” may reveal something of his reflections about what had gone so terribly wrong in his own life.

Poliziano also gives Orpheus a final monologue that is infamously colored by both misogyny and homoeroticism. Women should be avoided, for a man can never “crede a suo’ sembianti o sue parole!” Women torment men: “Segue chi fugge: a chi la vuol s’asconde.” Moreover, Orpheus, stung by his loss of Eurydice, attacks marriage and women: “Conforto e’ maritati a far divorzio, / E ciascun fugga il femminil consorzio.” He will no longer pursue ladies, but instead will chase younger men: “Da qui innanzi io vo corre i fior novelli, / La primavera del sesso migliore, / Quando son tutti leggiadretti e snelli: / Quest’ è più dolce e più suave amore.” Poliziano is here adapting the words of Ovid, who presented Orpheus as the auctor of pederastic sex in Metamorphoses 10.83–85. Many medieval writers who had retold the Orphic story couched this part of the myth in moralistic warnings, while others had either tried to explain it away or ignored it outright. Poliziano, in bold contrast, embraces Orpheus’s pederastic turn fully, and in fact allows Orpheus to defend himself in his own words. Because he recently lost his position due to the interference of Clarice, Poliziano’s screed against women and marriage comes as no surprise.
In contrast to the love of fickle women, when Poliziano’s Orpheus lists the mythical boys loved by gods and heroes he describes nothing but bliss. His language flirts with our modern understanding of kink by stressing the bliss that can be achieved through dominance and submission. For instance, Poliziano describes the relationship between Jupiter and Ganymede in the following manner: “dal dolce amoroso nodo avvinto / Si gode in cielo il suo bel Ganimede.” Poliziano contrasts “avvinto” with “gode.” Moreover, the etymology of “avvinto” comes from the Latin verb vincere, meaning “to vanquish,” illustrating the way Ganymede defeats mighty Jupiter. Meanwhile, gode, generally signifying pleasure and enjoyment, has the additional meaning of “exult” or “triumph.” Unlike bending to the illogical demands of a woman, Jupiter’s defeat at the hands of a boy is victorious in Poliziano’s depiction. This love is a “santo amore” whose conquest is joyful.

Poliziano’s above implication that there was a natural rivalry between male and female love was a recurrent assumption in other Italian Renaissance texts on homoeroticism and sodomy. As mentioned above, Ficino believed that men were most adept at ensnaring other men due to their inherent similarity. Bernardino da Siena, meanwhile, preached that sodomites acted out of a hatred for women, and that it was therefore more than reasonable for women to hate them in return. This theme of gendered rivalry is present throughout Orpheus’ monologue, and it is driven home by the play’s end. Having overheard Orpheus’ misogynistic speech, enraged Bacchantes tear him to shreds. This is not a moral victory, but a disordered one; the play ends in a song of gruesome frenzy. Here, Poliziano makes a striking break from Ovid’s narrative. While Ovid reunites Orpheus and Eurydice happily in the afterlife and punishes the Bacchantes for their crimes, Poliziano cuts the narrative off abruptly with the Bacchantes soaked in blood and wine. Female irrationality has triumphed with Orpheus as its victim.

This gory, dark ending reflects, I believe, the mood of its author at the time it was written. Poliziano, far from his home, had perhaps found kindred spirits in both Orpheus and Ovid, themselves both exiles. However, for someone who had so faithfully followed Ovid’s text, without any attempt to moralize its most problematic elements, his divergence from Ovid’s ending is telling. By tampering with the narrative, he bends Orpheus’ story to his own image. Just as Orpheus was ripped to shreds by wild, frenzied women, so had Poliziano been, from his perspective, victimized. Through eroticized competition with his patron’s wife, he provoked her womanly rage, until, like the lions of his earlier epigram, she ripped him apart by interrupting his work and coming between himself and Lorenzo.

**Human Hearts, Rearranged**

Between June and August of 1480, Lorenzo called Poliziano home. However, Poliziano did not return to stay in the Palazzo to live there as Lorenzo’s clerk. Rather, Lorenzo gave him a small villa of his own in Fiesole, near the Medici
He resumed his position as tutor to Piero, and likely had a position of influence in the education of Lorenzo’s two other sons as well. *The Confirmation of the Rule*, part of a fresco cycle by Domenico Ghirlandaio in the Sassetti Chapel of Santa Trinità, depicts Poliziano accompanying all three boys as their most important teacher. Just as the Pope raises his hand in blessing of the Franciscan order, Lorenzo raises his hand in greeting to Poliziano, allowing Poliziano to take his sons out into the world to do the work of the Medici. Thus, this scene effectively canonizes Poliziano as a representative of Medicean values. Painted in the mid-1480s, it advertises the prestige and influence Poliziano enjoyed. As one of Poliziano’s correspondents wrote, “puoi muovere con la voce il gran Medici a qualunque cosa tu voglia.” Poliziano would remain a close friend to Lorenzo, even staying by his patron’s side at his death, but the boundaries between friendship and eroticism were now far more firmly established.

But what of Clarice? Giovanni Battista Picotti believes that Poliziano’s continued removal from the Palazzo indicates a concession on Lorenzo’s part. At the very least, Poliziano having his own permanent residence must have helped things, as his separate sleeping quarters no longer presented a possibility of intimacy. It is easy to conclude, as Picotti does, that Lorenzo had bent to Clarice’s will. However, Lorenzo’s decisions in the way he handled Poliziano were probably made for his own sake as much as out of respect for his wife. Because Poliziano’s membership in the family entirely depended upon his employment, the demands he could make on the relationship with his patron were limited. Lorenzo, in turn, had far looser obligations to his family tutor than he did to his wife who was tied to him by both holy matrimony and the children they shared.

Regardless of whether Lorenzo and Poliziano ever had a physical affair, their early friendship was deeply colored by homoeroticism. Like so many friendships and patron-client relationships of the period, the emotional language in their correspondence was tinged both with the romantic and the erotic. Poliziano especially used language to explore and push the boundaries of his and Lorenzo’s bond, and for his part Lorenzo seems to have accepted these occasional transgressions and even encouraged them. While Lorenzo may have seen his close friendship with Poliziano as reconcilable with his marriage, both Clarice and Poliziano seem to have viewed the homoerotic entanglement between poet and patron as a natural rival to marriage. While Clarice, secure in her position as a wife, felt the freedom to assert boundaries for herself and her children and approach Lorenzo with her grievances, Poliziano had no such privilege. His *Orfeo* thus became an indirect means for him to express his frustration and hurt in ways which his position otherwise forbade. The conflict between these three persons, far from being a difference of pedagogical opinion, rather reflected commonly perceived threats to normative Renaissance family relationships.
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